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Requirements of an Automobile 
 
The following requirements must be fulfilled for an automobile. 
 
1. It should develop power by itself. 
2. The rate of power development must be easily controlled. 
3. There should be an arrangement to transmit developed power to wheels. 
4. An arrangement must exist to continue and discontinue power flow to wheels. 
5. It should be possible to control or vary the torque. 
6. The driving thrust should successfully be carried in the vehicle. 
7. It must have a directional control. 
8. An arrangement must exist to stop the vehicle while it is running. 
 



All above requirements are fulfilled by the following arrangements. 
1. The power is developed by the engme. 
2. The rate of power development is controlled bv an accelerometer. 
3. The power developed by the engine is transmitted to wheels by transmission 
system. 
4. The gear box is provided for varying or changing the torque. 
5. The driving thrust is carried to the chassis frame through the suspension system. 
6. Directional control is maintained through the steering. 
7. The moving vehicle is stopped by means of brakes. 
 
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION : 
 
There are various types of automobiles vehicles used in the world. In general, these 
automobiles can be classified into three main groups. 
1. Single unit vehicles or load carriers 
2. Articulated vehicles 
3. Heavy tractor vehicles. 
 

1. Single Unit Vehicles 
These are conventional four-wheel types. The great majority of vehicles are of two axle design. In 
these vehicles, the front axle is a steering or non-driving axle. With the passage of time; many 
changes have taken place in axles and driving arrangements. 

2. Articulated Vehicles 
A lower powered three-wheeler with a single steering wheel in front and a conventional rear driving 
axle are an example of articulated vehicles. It has a greater handling ability in awkward places. It can 
be turned about its own tail due to three-wheel construction. The coupling mechanism between semi-
trailer and tractor in most of these vehicles is arranged for automatic connection and coupling up. If it 
is necessary, it is reversed into a position. But for uncoupling operation, a lever is provided within the 
driver's cabin to reverse the whole process. A pair of retractable wheels in front is also provided. 
Along with the coupling or uncoupling operation, they can be automatically raised or lowered. 

3. Heavy Tractor Vehicles 
Heavy tractor or independent tractor vehicles are used to move heavy loads. They commonly operate 
in pair either in tendon or as 'puller' or 'pusher'. While descending appreciable gradients, the stability 
is provided by the 'puller' or 'pusher' arrangement. 

 
 



 

 
 
CLASSIFICATION OF IC ENGINES 
 
IC engines are classified on the basis of following parameters. 
(i) Type of ignition: 
a. Spark Ignition (SI) engines 
b. Compression Ignition (CI) engines. 
 
(ii) Cycle of operation (Thermodynamics, cycle): 
a. Otto cycle engine 
b. Diesel cycle engine 
c. Dual cycle engine 
 
(iii)Engine cycle per stroke: 
a. Four stroke cycle 
b. Two stroke cycle 
 
 
 
 



(iv) Types of fuel used: 
a. Petrol engine 
b. Diesel engine 
c. Gas engine 
 
(v) Method of cooling: 
a. Air-cooled engines 
b. Water-cooled engines. 
 
(vi) Number of cylinders: 
a. Single cylinder engine 
b. Two cylinder engine 
c. Three cylinder engine 
d. Four cylinder engine 
e. Six cylinder engine 
f. Eight cylinder engine 
g. Twelve cylinder engine 
h. Sixteen cylinder engine. 
 
(vii) Valve location: 
a. Square engine 
b. L-head engine 
c. I-head engine 
d. F-head engine 
e. T-head engine. 
 
(viii)Arrangement of cylinders: 
a. Vertical engine 
b. Horizontal engine 
c. Radial engine 
d. V-engine engine 
e. Opposed cylinder engine. 
 
(ix) Speed of the engine: 
a. Low speed engine 
b. Medium speed engine 
c. High speed engine 
 
(x) Types of lubrication system: 
a. Wet sump lubrication system 
b. Dry sump lubrication system 
 
(xi) Method of governing: 
a. Quantity governing 
b. Quality governing 
c. Hit and Miss governing 
 
(xii) Field of application: 
a. Automobile, truck, bus 
b. Locomotive engine 
c. Stationary engine 
d. Marine engine 
e. Aircraft engine. 

 
 
 



Working Of 4-Stroke Petrol Engine 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Working of 4-stroke Diesel Engine 

 



 
 
Working of 2-stroke Petrol Engine 
 

 

 



 
 

1. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON NUMBER OF CYLINDERS 
 
(i) Single cylinder engine. 
It has only one cylinder. Single cylinder engine are generally used in light motor vehicles such as mopeds, 
motor cycles and scooters. Maximum size of the cylinder is restricted to 250-300CC. Although a single cylinder 
engine seems to be the most popular choice due to few parts to manufacture and maintain, the disadvantages are 
more than advantages. Since, it requires heavy construction for more power due to higher unbalanced 
forces. Also the weight increases at a greater rate in comparison to the power providing a lower power to weight 
ratio. A single cyl inder engine may be two stroke or four stroke cycle engine. 
 
(ii) Multi cylinder engines: 
Multi cylinder engine has two, three, four, six, eight twelve or sixteen cylinders which are arranged in 
many different ways. As compared to single cylinder engine, the unbalanced forces due to 
reciprocating parts are much lesser as the number of cylinders increases. Also more power can be 
developed with less weight to power ratio. 

 
2. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON ARRANGEMENT OF CYLINDERS 

The cylinders can be arranged in several ways such as vertical, horizontal, inline, V-type, 
flat or pancake, radial. Single cylinder engines can be arranged in either vertical or horizontal 
direction.  
 
 
 
 



Two cylinder engines have two cylinders which can be arranged in three ways such as 
inline vertical, opposed cylinder and V-type. In inline engine, the cylinders are arranged in 
side-by-side, one row and parallel to each other.shown in Figure 1.58 (a). The cylinders are 
generally placed in a vertical direction. The range of size of the twin cylinder engine varies 
from 500 to 1000CC for heavy vehicles and three wheelers. It varies from 600 to 800CC for 
small cars. 
In V-type engines (Figure 1.58 (b)), the cylinders are arranged in two rows. The two 
rows are set at an angle of 60° or 90° to each other. This arrangement is more compact and 
economical than inline type. 
In opposed cylinder arrangement, the two cylinders are arranged horizontally opposite to 
each other. The piston and connecting rod movements are identical. The crankshaft and cam 
shafts are positioned between two cylinders shown in Figure 1.58 (c). 
In three cylinder engines, cylinders are arranged vertically in-line with the crankpins 
arranged at 120° intervals around the shaft. They produce power impulse every 120° of crank 
rotation indicating that the torque produced is comparatively smooth. Three cylinder engines 
are only confined to two strokes. The crankcase serves as intake and pre-compression 
chamber. The crankcase is divided into three compartments. Each sealed off section of the 
crank case is provided to one of the cylinders. Figure 1.59 shows a three cylinder inline four 
stroke cycle engine. 
Four cylinder engines have become increasingly popular in recent years. A basic reason 
is the trend towards small, lightweight and fuel-efficient cars. 1800 crankshaft arrangement is 
always used. The balance of the four cylinder engines is not as good as the balance of the 
opposed two-cylinder engines. But the torque is much more uniform. In these engines, two 
pairs of four cylinders are moving in the opposite direction. The pairs move up and down 
together with each cylinder being on a different stroke. In case of four cylinder four stroke 
engines, four power strokes in two revolutions of the crankshaft with firing interval of 180° 
are produced. In a four cylinder engine, the cylinders may be arranged inline, opposed, square 
four or flat 4 and V-four manner. 

 
 
 
 
 



Six cylinder engines are generally inline engines built with 120° crank shafts. The 
arrangement of crank shaft is as shown in Figure 1.63. This arrangement is such that the crank 
throws of cylinders 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4 are in the same revolution of the crankshaft. 
The possible firing order for good distributions of fuel is 1-5-3-6-2-4 and 1-4-2-6-3-5. 
Six cylinder V-engines are very important engines which are built to have a bank of three 
cylinders set at an angle or at V to each other. Same crank pin is used to attach connecting 
rods from opposing cylinders in two banks. The arrangement of cylinders in V-6 engine is 
shown in Figure 1.64. 
Opposed six-cylinder engines are also av_,ailable. The arrangement of cylinders is in the 
similar manner of a four cylinder opposed engine. Three cylinders are placed in each side of 
two rows but they are opposite to each other. 
Figure 1.64 V-6 engine 
The eight-cylinder engines have many advantages over six cylinder engines. They 
provide more uniform torque and better acceleration while the balance is not very good.  
Eight cylinder inline engines provide a long engine with long and expensive crank and camshaft. 
The interval of explosions of this engine is 90°. The crank throws for different pairs of 
cylinders are in the same radial plane such as cylinders 1 and 8, cylinders 2 and 7, 3 and 6, 
and 4 and 5. The firing order is 1-6-2-5-8-3-7-4 or 1-8-2-6-4-5-3-7. The disadvantages of this 
engine are long and expensive crankshaft and its liability to torsional oscillation of the 
crankshaft. 
Eight cylinder V-engines employing two banks of four cylinders each at right angle have 
replaced the inline eight-cylinder models in most of the higher power automobiles. The angle 
between cylinder rows in V-8 engine is usually kept as 90°. These engines can operate 
smoothly and silently. V-8 engines are almost universally in use.  
 
Radial Engines 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON LENGTH OF CYLINDERS 
 

(i) Square engine: 
Engine which has same bore and stroke is called square engine. Usually, engines have a 
bore/stroke ratio of 0.95 to 1.04 referred as square engines. 
 
(ii) Over square engine: 
A piston engine is over square or short stroke if its cylinders have a greater bore than stroke. Since a 
shorter stroke means less friction and less stress on the crankshaft. An over square engine is generally 
more reliable, wears less and it can be run at higher speed. In over square engines, power does not 
suffer but low-speed torque does to some degree since torque is relative to crank throw. An over 
square engine cannot have as high compression ratio as which is similar to an engine with a lower 
bore/stroke ratio and using the same octane fuel. 
It causes the over square engine to have poor fuel economy and poor exhaust emissions. 
Engines can be modified by being "de-stroked", shortening the stroke to increase maximum 
rpms and top-end horsepower at the expense of low-end torque. 
Over square engines are lighter and shorter than similar undersquare engines along the 
direction of piston travel but they are wider in directions perpendicular to piston travel. As the 
length is not a large problem, these engine types are highly favoured by many manufacturers 
because of their power and compact size. 
 
(iii) Undersquare engine: 
A piston engine is undersquare or long stroke if cylinders have a smaller bore than stroke. Since a 
longer stroke usually means greater friction, more stress on the crankshaft and a smaller bore means 
smaller valves which restrict gaseous exchange. An undersquare engine usually has a lower redline 
than an over square engine but it may generate more low-end torque. In addition, a long stroke or 
undersquare engine can have a higher compression ratio with the same octane fuel compared to a 
similar displacement engine with higher bore/stroke ratio. It also equals better fuel economy and 
better emissions. An undersquare engine does not overheat as easily as similar over square engine. 
Engines can be modified with a "stroker" crankshaft which increases engine stroke from stock thereby 
increasing torque. Undersquare engines typically are shorter in length, heavier and taller than 
equivalent over square which is one of the reasons why this type of engine is not generally used. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                  SUSPENSION SYSTEMS 
The chassis of vehicle is connected to the front and rear wheels through the medium of 
springs, shock absorbers and axles. All parts perform the function of protecting parts from 
shocks are known as suspension system. 
The automobile chassis is indirectly connected with axles by springs. It is done to prevent 
the vehicle body from road shocks due to bounce, pitch, roll or sway. These road shocks 
provide an uncomfortable ride and also additional stress to the automobile frame and body. 

Suspension system has a spring and damper. The energy of road shock produced by the 
spring oscillates. These oscillations are arrested by the damper known as shock absorber. 
4.4.1. Components of Suspension System 
1. Springs are used to neutralize the shocks from the road surface. 
2. Dampers, called shock absorbers, are used to improve a riding comfort by limiting the 
free oscillation of springs. 
3. Stabilizer, called sway bar or anti-roll bar, is to prevent lateral swinging of the car. 
4. A linkage system holds above components to control the longitudinal and lateral 
movements of wheels. 
4.4.2. Functions or Objectives of Suspension System 
1. To eliminate road shocks from transmission to vehicle components. 
2. To obtain good road holding while driving, cornering and braking. 
3. To keep the proper steering geometry. 
4. To obtain a particular height to body structure. 
5. To resist the torque and braking reactions. 
8. To maintain the stability of the vehicle while traveling over rough round or when 
turning in order to minimize the rolling, pitching or vertical movement tendency. 
9. To safeguard the occupants against road shocks and provide a riding comfort. 
10. To minimize the effects of stresses due to road shocks on the mechanism of the motor 
vehicle and provide a cushioning effect. 
11. To keep the body perfectly in level while travelling over rough uneven ground. I.e. 
the up and down movements of wheels should be relative to the body. 
12. To prevent the structure of the vehicle from shock loading and vibration due to 
irregularities of the road surface without impairing its stability. 
13. To obtain the requisite height to body structure. 
14. To support the body on the axles and keep the proper geometrical relationship 
between the body and wheels. 
 
 Requirements of Suspension System 
1. There should be minimum deflection. 
2. It should be of minimum weight. 
3. It should have low maintenance and low operating cost. 
4. It should have minimum tyre wear. 
5. It should be of low initial cost. 
 Principles of Suspension System 
 The principles of the suspension system are due to springing action of motor vehicles. 
I. Supporting the weight of vehicle. 
2. Absorbing satisfactorily larger and smaller road impacts with the help of a single 
springing device. 
3. The reduction of rolling or pitching of the body to a minimum design and 
attachment of springs. 
 Sprung Weight and Unsprung Weight 
The body of vehicle is supported by springs. The weight of the body is supported by 
springs called sprung weight. Wheels, axles and other parts of the automobile which are not 
supported by springs, called the unsprung weight. Unsprung weight is the weight of 
everything between springs and road and a portion of weight of springs itself. 
If greater is the sprung weight of an automobile, the better will be the riding comfort. 
This tendency of the body reduces the jolt. 
Sprung weight is the weight of vehicle minus unsprung weight 
:. Sprung weight = Total weight of vehicle - unsprung weight. 



 
Greater is the unsprung weight on a wheel, the greater will be the energy stored by the 
unsprung weight due to road bump and greater will be the disturbances. This greater 
unsprung 
weight increases tyre deflections but it reduces the vertical velocity on road bump. Lesser 
unsprung weight causes higher natural frequencies of the unsprung. 
A lighter wheel moves on road irregularities without producing much reaction to the 
cnassis frame, body and occupants. If the weight of wheel increases, its movement is highly 
noticeable to vehicle occupants.  
When the unsprung weight on the wheel becomes equal to the weight will move as much as 
unsprung weight. So, the unsprung weight moves up and down over road irregularities. 
Therefore, the unsprung 
weight is kept as low as possible due to the reduced unsprung weight thereby resulting a 
better 
ride. 

Types of Suspension Springs 
Springs are main important parts of any suspension system which are classified as 
follows. 
1. Steel springs 
a) Leaf springs 
b) Tapered leaf springs 
c) Coil springs 
d) Torsion bar 

2. Rubber springs 
a) Compression springs 
b) Compression-shear springs 
c) Steel reinforced springs 
d) Progressive spring 
e) Face shear spring 
3. Air springs 
a) Bellow type springs 
b) Piston type springs 
4. Plastic springs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 Leaf Spring Suspension 
The construction of the laminated lear spring suspension. It has a number of leaves of increasing 
lengths made of steel plates. The spring eye is mounted to the frame by a pin called shackle pin. The 
centre portion of the spring is attached to the front axle by a V-bolt. One end of the spring is mounted 
on the frame with a simple pin. The other end is mounted by a shackle with the frame. 

 
The stiffness or spring rate of the coil spring decides the capacity of the spring which is 
defined as the force required for unit deflection. It is governed by the following factors. 
~ The length of the spring: Shorter spring will have higher stiffness and vice versa. 
~ The width of the leaf: Wider spring will have higher stiffness and vice versa. 
~ The thickness of the leaf: Thicker leaf will have higher stiffness and vice versa. 
~ The number of leaves: Greater the number of leaves higher the stiffness is. 
To obtain a smooth ride, a low-rate stiffness spring is required. The low rate spring will 
deflect a larger amount under a given load. Normal springs have a constant rate, and give a 
deflection which is proportional to the load applied. 
When a laminated leaf spring deflects, the leaves slide over each other and cause interplate 
friction. Although this has a beneficial damping effect, the hard ride, noise and wear 
occurs. Hence, it is necessary to reduce this friction as much as possible. 
Older designs of spring had to be sprayed with penetrating oil, but the new designs have 
the following features to eliminate the need of periodic attention. 
1. Synthetic rubber buttons are provided at the ends of the leaves 
2. Inter-leaf plates of low friction materials are incorporated 
3.  Less number of leaves 
 
Types of leaf springs: 
Different types of leaf springs based on its design are as follows. 
1. Semi elliptical spring 
2. Quarter elliptical spring 
3. Three quarter elliptical spring 
4. Full elliptical spring 
5. Transverse spring 
6. Platform type spring. 
 
 
Helper Springs 
Where there are fluctuations in the loads, helper springs are used in trucks and many 
other vehicles. It is mounted above the mainspring as shown in Figure 4.46. It is arranged in 
such a way that if the load is less, the main spring is operated. Both the main and helper 
springs are operated if the load exceeds a certain value. 
Helper springs are used along with the main leaf springs on many commercial vehicles. It 
is more suitable for a wide range of loading. Helper springs are mainly provided on rear 
suspension. When the load on the road wheel increases, ends of the helper spring isjust made 
to touch the special brackets fitted to the side member thereby operating the helper spring. 
 



Characteristics of he/per springs: 
1. Due to springs having enough rigidity to hold the axis in the proper position, they 
are required. . 
2. Controlling of own oscillation through inter-leaf friction is performed. 
3. These springs have durability in heavy-duty applications. 
 
Coil Spring 
A coil spring is a steel wire. The required length is coiled throughout. The coil springs 
are used in both rear and front independent suspensions. The energy stored per unit volume is 
approximately twice in the coil spring when compared to leaf spring. The coil spring carries 
both shear and bending stresses but both torque reaction and side thrust cannot be carried out. 
So, some special arrangements are made to position the axles relative to the frame. Both 
driving reaction and braking torque reaction are also considered in arranging the coil spring. A 
helper spring is additionally used. 

 
Coil springs are again classified into two types. 
l. Tension, and 
2. Compression springs 
 
Characteristics of coil spring: 
I. The energy absorption rate per unit of weight is greater when compared to leaf 
springs. 
2. Soft springs can be coiled. 
3. Due to no inter-leaf friction with leaf springs, no control of oscillation is necessary by 
the spring itself but shock absorbers are needed. 
4. Due to no resistance to lateral forces, linkage mechanisms to support the axle such as 
suspension arm, lateral control rod, etc. are required. 
 
Torsion Bar 
A torsion bar is a steel bar operated by both twisting and shear stress. Two long steel bars 
form springs. Torsion bar can be used with independent suspensions. It is a simple bar in 
which one end is fitted to the frame whereas the other end is fitted to the end of a wheel arm. 
The structure with a bearing supports the projection of the second end of the bar. The other 
end of the wheel arm is attached with the spindle of the wheel using kingpin. 
When the wheel strikes a bump, it will start to vibrate up and down thereby producing a 
torque on the torsion bar called spring. Torsion bar spring is lighter in weight when 
compared to leaf springs. It also occupies less space. Torsion tubes replace torsion bars in 
many cases. The main disadvantage of the torsion bar spring is that it does not carry the 
braking or driving torque. Therefore. additional linkages are needed. Due to the absence of 
friction force, the damping is required to absorb road shocks. 



 
Advantages of torsion springs: 
1. This spring needs less space. 
2. It is lighter than leaf spring system. 
3. This system provides very neat and compact design. 
4. In some cases, torsion tubes are used instead of torsion bars. 
 
Disadvantage of torsion springs: 
It does not take the driving or braking torque. Therefore, inconvenient additional link 
mechanisms are provided for this purpose. 
 
Shock Absorber 
Shock absorbers will not efficiently absorb road shocks if the suspension springs are 
highly rigid. They will be continuously vibrated for a longer time if springs are sufficiently 
flexible. To overcome this difficulty, a system having compromise between flexibility and 
stiffness should be used. 
Shock absorbers are used as a part of the suspension system. They provide more 
resistance to the motion of the spring and road wheel in order to damp out vibrations. 
Purpose of shock absorber: 
(i) To control the vibrations on springs. 
(ii) To provide comfortable ride. 
(iii) To act flexible and to be rigid enough. 
(iv) To resist the unnecessary motion of the spring. 
 
Telescopic Shock Absorber: 
Construction: 
The upper eye of the telescopic shock absorber is attached to the axle and the lower eye 
is attached to the chassis frame as shown in Figure 4.55. A two way valve VI is connected to a 
rod. Another one two-way valve V2 is connected to the lower end of the cylinder. The fluid 
occupies in the space between above and below the valve VI and also the annular space 
between cylinder and tube. A gland is provided on the head. Fluid scrapped (Jutby the rod is 
brought down into the annular space through the inclined passage. 
Working: 
When the vehicle comes across a bump, the lower eye will move up. So, the fluid 
follows from lower side of the valve VI to the upper side. Due to less volume of the space 
above valve VI than the volume of the rod, the pressure is exerted on valve V2• Thus, the 
damping force is produced by this pressure of the fluid. The fluid will flow from the upper 
side of the valve VI tv lower side when the lower eye moves down and from lower side of 
the valve V2 to its upper side. 
When a car absorbs shocks from the road surface, the suspension springs will compress 
and expand because the spring has the characteristic of continuing to oscillate for a long time 
of oscillation to stop. So, a riding comfort will be poor even the damp oscillation is supplied. 
Shock absorbers provide better road-holding characteristics and improved steering stability to 
tyres. 
The stronger is the damping force, the more will be the oscillations of the body. But, the 
shock from the damping effect becomes greater than the strength of the stronger damping 



force. The damping force varies with the speed of the piston. 

 
Independent Front Suspension 
The independent front suspension was developed in the 1930's to improve vehicle ride 
control and riding comfort. In this type of suspension, each front wheel is mounted on its own 
axle and independently supported by a coil or torsion bar or leaf spring. This allows the 
wheels to respond individually to road conditions. Now-a-days, all vehicles use this 
suspension system. Coil springs are commonly used in this suspension system. This 
suspension system completely prevents the wheel wobble. A greater wheel movement is 
utilized without affecting the steering system. The steering conditions and qualities are 
improved by a wider spacing of the front springs. 
Types of independent front suspensions: 
1. Longitudinal suspension 
2. Transverse suspension 
3. Sliding suspension 
4. Mac Pherson Strut and link type suspension 
5. Parallelogram type suspension or Wishbone type 
6. Trailing link type suspension 
7. Vertical guide suspension. 
 
1. Longitudinal independent front suspension: 
Helical spring is connected between two wishbones (arms in U shape) with the support of 
frame member as shown in Figure 4.56. The arms are in the shape of U. The upper wishbone 
is hinged at the inner end on a hydraulic damper. The outer end is hinged at stub axle carrier. 

 
2. Transverse independent front suspension: 



In this type, two trailing arms are connected one above the other transversely at the front 
portion of the vehicle. The stub axle assembly is connected with ends of arms. Radius rods are 
of 45° to the centre line of the vehicle used to support it. Figure 4.57 illustrates transverse 
independent front suspension system arrangement. 

 
 
3. Sliding type independent front suspension: 
The stub axle moves up and down and it rotates in frame members. There is no change in 
track, wheel attitude and wheel base throughout the rise and fall o~ the wheel. The line 
diagram of the sliding type independent front suspension. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Mac Pherson strut and link type independent front suspension: 
It is used in an integral body construction due to wider spaced loading points. Instead of 
the normal top link, a flexible mounting and a telescopic damper are used. Both rolling action 
and shocks absorption are readily obtained. 

 
5. Parallelogram independent front suspension or wishbone type: 
The stub axle carrier connects an upper and lower link. The lower link is larger than the 
upper but it may not be parallel. It keeps the same the track width when the wheels rise and 
fall produced by the wheel scrubbing sideways. The various schematic arrangements of 



parallelogram independent front suspension using coil, torsion and leaf springs are shown in 
Figure 4.60. 
The use of coil springs in the front axle suspension of cars is universal. It consists of 
upper and lower wishbone arms pivoted to the frame member. The spring is placed between 
lower wishbone and underside of the cross-member. The vehicle weight is transmitted from 
body and cross-member to the coil spring through which it goes to the lower wishbone member. A 
shock absorber is placed inside the coil spring and it is attached to the crossmember 
and lower wishbone member. 

 
The upper arms are shorter in length than lower ones. It helps to keep the wheel track 
constant thereby avoiding the tyre scrub thus minimizing tyre wear. However, a small change 
in the camber angle occurs with such an arrangement. 
 
Advantages of independent front suspension system: 
1. Unsprung weight is reduced with improved ride and better road holding while 
turning and braking. 
2. Instead of tilting the frame and body, it is kept horizontal and wheels are vertical 
when encountered a road bump. 
3. The wheels are sprung independently but springing movement of one wheel is not 
transmitted to the other side. 
4. A greater degree of vertical springing movement is provided. 
5. In both wheels wobble and steering tramp are reduced. 
6. Greater resilience is provided with better springing action than most rigid axle 
vehicles. 
7. The independent front suspension gives more space for engine accommodation. 
8. Front springs are arranged for sufficient distance apart to satisfy understeer 
conditions and they are also preferable to over steer. 
9. Softer suspension provides the low spring rate which enables large wheel 
movement, 
10. The caster angle is affected on beam axles by spring deflection while braking or 
accelerating thereby producing the axle to twist between stub axle and spring seats. 
I 1. The tendency of rotating wheels is reduced by the independent front suspension 
when it turns about the kingpin due to gyroscopic action. Thus, the wheel wobbling 
or shimmy is reduced. 
 
Disadvantages: 
1. The wheel cambering with body roll reduces the concerning power. 
2. There is a slight chrnge in wheel track, causing tyre scrub during bouncing of one 
wheel. 
3. A more rigid chassis or sub-frame structure is required. 
4. A more complicated suspension and steering linkage and pivot joints are necessary 



so that the suspension becomes more expensive and it tends to wear more. 
5. Effects of unbalanced-wheel-assembly are transmitted to the steering-wheel more 
easily. 
6. Steering-geometry alignment is more critical and it requires more frequent attention. 
 
Independent Rear Suspension 
Any suspension that can be used on the front end of the'car can be used on the rear end. 
The versions of the independent' front systems described in the previous section can be found 
on the rear axles. But, in the rear end of the car, the steering Iinkage is absent. Therefore, rear 
independent suspensions can be simplified versions of front ones, although the basic 
principles remain the same. 
As explained in the independent front axle suspension, here also the wheels are mounted 
in separate axles and sprung independently. Figure 4.67 illustrates a method of rear wheel 
independent suspension. Universal couplings are used to keep the wheels vertical. Sliding 
coupling is necessary to keep the wheel track constant to avoid scrubbings of tyres. 

 
 
 
 
Coil spring rear end suspensions: 
The coil springs, as shown in Figure 4.70, are seated in the pan shaped brackets attached 
to the rear axle and they are compressed against similar spring seats incorporated into the 
frame (or) body. There are two control arms (or) links attached between rear axle housing and 
car frame. They permit upward (or) downward movement of the axle housing regarding the 
car frame. 
This type of suspension is always used along with a torque tube drive. Therefore, the coil 
springs are not subjected to driving thrust. The excessive roll of side way while rounding a 
curve is prevented by a shock absorber mounted in rubber bushings. Energy stored in given 
weight of spring coil and torsion bar springs are superior to leaf springs. 

 
Anti-Roll Bar: 
Stabilizer or a sway bar is used in all independent suspension to decrease the tendency of 
the vehicle to roll or tip on either side when making a tum known as anti-roll bar. 
It is in the form of torsion bar made of alloy steel. The torsion bar is attached to springs 
by two short rods. Anti-roll bar is passed through rubber bushes in the frame. By connecting a 



stabilizer bar between front suspension members, the roll stiffness is improved. It is supported 
by two bearings (bushes) which are already connected to the frame. 
. has a series of tubular rods which connect opposite wheels and suspension units on a 
car to each other. These rods are connected by torsion springs. It reduces the body roll or lateral motion 
during a vehicle's turning. The bar is a part of vehicle's suspension system and it is designed to increase 
the vehicle's lateral roll stiffness. 
Working: 
When the car moves on the road, one of the sides will move up and decrease the load on 
spring produced by the nearer rod to move down. On the other hand, the load is increased by 
moving the near rod up. So, the bar is twisted. Hence, the vehicle is not to rollout and it gives 
the stability against lateral forces. 

 
In normally constructed of tubular steel, the U-shaped stabilizer bar is often connected to 
the frame of the vehicle at two points as well as to the suspension on both sides of the vehicle 
as shown in Figure 4.73. When the wheels move in the same direction, the bar does not bend 
but if the wheels move in different directions, even slightly, it twists thereby causing extra 
stiffness. This design is intended to reduce body lean during cornering which can affect the 
tyre's grip on the road and-therefore, the stability of the vehicle's cornering ability increases. 
The drawback of anti-roll bar is the connection of the stabiIizer bar w.th both sides of the 
vehicle. Both wheels are essentially connected to each other, So, bumps from one wheel can 
be transferred to the other wheel by causing side-to-side motion which can be uncomfortable. 
This motion also affects the handling of the vehicle. Stiffer bar produces more shaking the 
motion to the vehicle. In more extrefDe situations, the stabilizer can cause wheels on the 
outside of a turn to lose its contact with the road thereby causing both handling problem and 
safety issue. 
Sometimes, higher-end vehicles come with active stabilizer systems which are controlled 
by a computer and it can change the amount of stiffness of the system. They generally allow 
for a small amount of roll so that cornering feels more natural but the computer can react to different 
amount of torsion being placed on the bar and adjust accordingly. It is a fairly high end 
feature and it does not come standard on most vehicles but it greatly enhances the feel and 
performance of the car since the vehicle will react to steering situations as they arise rather 
than acting as a static system. It only reacts to forces placed on it. 
 
Conditions for operating the anti-roll bar: 
I. One wheel is lifted relative to other wheel, half the total anti-roll stiffness acts 
downwards on the wheel and the reaction on the vehicle body tends to resist body roll. 
2. If both wheels lift by the same amount, the bar is not twisted and there is no transfer of 
load to the vehicle body. 
3. If the displacements of the wheels are mutually opposed, the full effect of the anti-roll 
stiffness is produced. 
 
TYRE SPECIFICATION 



The sidewall code provides information on tyre size and construction (e.g. whether they’re 

radial), as well as their load-carrying capacity and speed rating. 

For example, the code on a common fitment for Australian cars is: 205/65R15 95H 

205 indicates the normal section width of the tyre in millimetres (205mm). 

65 indicates its aspect ratio, a comparison of the tyre’s section height with its section width 

(65 indicates the height is 65% of its width). 

R indicates radial ply construction. 

15 indicates the nominal diameter of the wheel rim (15 inches). 

95H is a symbol indicating the maximum load capacity and speed at which the tyre can be 
safely operated, subject to the tyre being in sound condition, correctly fitted, and with 
recommended inflation pressures (95 represents a maximum load of 690kg per tyre; H 
represents a maximum speed of 210km/h). 

Causes of Tire Wear 

 Air Pressure: Improper air pressure will cause tires to wear in specific patterns 
according to whether the tire is over-pressured or under-pressured. 

 Balance Issues: Improper balance will cause the tire to spin with a wobble due to 
unbalanced centrifugal forces. This wobble will cause the tire to wear improperly and 
probably show up as a vibration as well. 

 Bent Wheels: A bent wheel, in addition to probably causing a vibration in the car, will 
also affect the wear on its tire and can even affect the wear on the other tires as well. 
As the bead of the tire follows the contour of the wheel, the bend in the wheel will be 
mirrored by the tire's shoulder tread as the whole sidewall dips to follow the bend. 
This can cause all kinds of strange wear. 

 Alignment: A 4-point alignment (as opposed to a front-end alignment) essentially 
ensures that the tires are all parallel to each other and flat to the pavement, giving 
the tires their optimal wear profile. If the alignment is incorrect, any number of wear 
patterns can develop. Additionally, the kind of impact that will bend a wheel will 
generally also knock the alignment out, creating a tire wear situation that basically 
feeds on itself. 

IRREGULAR WEAR COMMON CAUSE SOLUTION 

 
FEATHERING 

 Improper alignment (TOE) 
 Worn or damaged steering  

and/or suspension parts 
 Hard cornering 

 Check/correct 
alignment 

 Check/replace 
steering and/or 
suspension parts 

 Based on tread 
depth rotate/replace 
tire 

https://www.liveabout.com/tire-air-pressure-tips-and-tricks-3234380
https://www.liveabout.com/the-what-why-and-how-of-wheel-balancing-3234378
https://www.liveabout.com/diagnosing-wheel-vibration-3234501
https://www.liveabout.com/tire-buying-dos-and-donts-532549


 
CUPPING 

 Worn or damaged steering 
and/or suspension parts 

 Improper balancing 

 Check/replace 
steering and/or 
suspension parts 

 Check/correct 
balance 

 Check/replace 
wheels 

 Based on tread 
depth rotate/replace 
tire 

 
ONE EDGE 

 Improper alignment 
(CAMBER) 

 Worn or damaged steering 
and/or suspension parts 

 Check/correct 
alignment 

 Check/replace 
steering and/or 
suspension parts 

 
CENTER OR BOTH 

EDGES 

 Center wear - over 
inflated 

 Both edges - under 
inflated 
                      overloaded 
                      slow leak 

 Adjust air 
pressure 

 Check fitment 
 Check/correct air 

leak 
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ENGINE COOLING SYSTEMS 
An internal combustion engine produces power by burning fuel within the cylinders; 
therefore, it is often referred to as a "heat engine." However, only about 25% of the 
heat is converted to useful power. What happens to the remaining 75 percent? Thirty 
to thirty five percent of the heat produced in the combustion chambers by the burning 
fuel is dissipated by the cooling system along with the lubrication and fuel systems. 
Forty to forty-five percent of the heat produced passes out with the exhaust gases. If 
this heat were not removed quickly, overheating and extensive damage would result. 



Valves would burn and warp, lubricating oil would break down, pistons and bearings 
would overheat and seize, and the engine would soon stop. 
 
The necessity for cooling may be emphasized by considering the total heat 
developed by an ordinary six cylinder engine. It is estimated that such an engine 
operating at ordinary speeds generates enough heat to warm a six-room house in 
freezing weather. Also, peak combustion temperatures in a gasoline engine may 
reach as high as 4500°F, while that of a diesel engine may approach 6000°F.  
 
The valves, pistons, cylinder walls, and cylinder head, all of which must be provided 
some means of cooling to avoid excessive temperatures, absorb some of this heat. 
Even though heated gases may reach high temperatures, the cylinder wall 
temperatures must not be allowed to rise above 400°F to 500°F. 
Temperatures above this result in serious damage, as already indicated. However, 
for the best thermal efficiency, it is desirable to operate the engine at temperatures 
closely approximating the limits imposed by the lubricating oil properties. 
 
The cooling system has four primary functions: 
• Remove excess heat from the engine. 
• Maintain a constant engine operating temperature. 
• Increase the temperature of a cold engine as quickly as possible. 
• Provide a means for heater operation (warming the passenger compartment). 
Air is continually present in large enough quantities to cool a running engine; 
therefore, 
vehicle engines are designed to dissipate their heat into the air through which a 
vehicle passes. This action is accomplished either by direct air-cooling or indirectly 
by liquid cooling. In this chapter we will be concerned with both types, and the 
discussion will include a description of the various components of the systems and 
an explanation of their operation. 
1.1.0 Air-Cooled Systems 
The simplest type of cooling is the air-cooled, or direct, method in which the heat is 
drawn off by moving air in direct contact with the engine. Several fundamental 
principles 
of cooling are embodied in this type of engine cooling. The rate of the cooling is 
dependent upon the following: 
• Area exposed to the cooling medium 
• Heat conductivity of the metal used and the volume of the metal or its size in 
cross section 
• Amount of air flowing over the heated surfaces 
• Difference in temperature between the exposed metal surfaces and the cooling 
Air. 
 
Some heat, of course, must be retained 
for efficient operation. This is done by use 
of thermostatic controls and mechanical 
linkage, which open and close shutters to 
control the volume of cooling air. You will 
find that air-cooled engines generally 
operate at a higher temperature than 
liquid-cooled engines whose operating 
temperature is largely limited by the 
boiling point of the coolant used. 
Consequently, greater clearances must 



be provided between the moving parts of 
air-cooled engines to allow for increased 
expansion. Also, lubricating oil of a higher 
viscosity is generally required. 
In air-cooled engines the cylinders are 
mounted independently to the crankcase 
so an adequate volume of air can 
circulate directly around each cylinder, 
absorbing heat and maintaining cylinder head temperatures within allowable limits 
for satisfactory operation. In all cases, the cooling action is based on the simple 
principle that the surrounding air is cooler than the engine. The main components of 
an air-cooled system are the fan, shroud, baffles, and fins. 
 
1 Fan and Shroud 
All stationary air-cooled engines must have a fan or blowers of some type to 
circulate a 
large volume of cooling air over and around the cylinders. The fan for the air-cooled 
engine shown in Figure 6-1 is built into the flywheel. Notice that the shrouding, or 
cowling, when assembled will form a compartment around the engine so the cooling 
air is properly directed for effective cooling. Air-cooled engines, such as those used 
on motorcycles and outboard engines, do not require the use of fans or shrouds 
because their movement through the air results in sufficient airflow over the engine 
for adequate cooling. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Baffles and Fins 
In addition to the fan and shroud, some engines use baffles or deflectors to direct the 
cooling air from the fan to those parts of the engine not in the direct path of the 
airflow. 
Baffles are usually made of light metal and are semicircular, with one edge in the air 
stream to direct the air to the back of the cylinders. 
Most air-cooled engines use thin fins that are raised projections on the cylinder 
barrel 
and head. The fins provide more cooling area or surface, and aid in directing airflow. 
Heat, resulting from combustion, passes by conduction from the cylinder walls and 
cylinder head to the fins and is carried away by the passing air. 
1.1.3 Maintaining the Air-Cooled System 
You may think that because the air-cooled system is so simple it requires no 
maintenance. Many mechanics think this way and many air-cooled engine failures 
occur as a result. Maintenance of an air-cooled system consists primarily of keeping 
cooling components clean. Clean components permit rapid transfer of heat and 
ensure that nothing prevents the continuous flow and circulation of air. To 
accomplish this, keep fans, shrouds, baffles, and fins free of dirt, bugs, grease, and 
other foreign matter. The engine may look clean from the outside, but what is under 
the shroud? An accumulation of dirt and debris here can cause real problems; 
therefore, keep this area between the engine and shroud clean. Paint can cause a 
problem. Sometimes a mechanic will reduce the efficiency of the cooling system by 
the careless use of paint. The engine may look good, but most paints act as an 
insulator and hold in heat. In addition to keeping the cooling components clean, you 
must inspect them each time the engine is serviced. Replace or repair any broken or 



bent parts. Check the fins for cracks or breaks. When cracks extend into the 
combustion chamber area, the cylinder barrel must be replaced. Now that we have 
studied the simplest method of cooling, let us look at the most common, but also the 
most complex system. 
 
 
Air Cooled System Air cooled system is generally used in small engines say up 
to 15-20 kW and in aero plane engines. In this system fins or extended surfaces 
are provided on the cylinder walls, cylinder head, etc. Heat generated due to 
combustion in the engine cylinder will be conducted to the fins and when the 
air flows over the fins, heat will be dissipated to air. The amount of heat 
dissipated to air depends upon : 
 (a) Amount of air flowing through the fins.  
(b) Fin surface area.  
(c) Thermal conductivity of metal used for fins.  
Advantages of AIR Cooled System: 
 (a) Radiator/pump is absent hence the system is light.  
 (b) In case of water cooling system there are leakages, but in this case there 
are no leakages. 
 (c) Coolant and antifreeze solutions are not required.  
(d) This system can be used in cold climates, where if water is used it may 
freeze. 

 
 Disadvantages of Air Cooled System: 
 (a) Comparatively it is less efficient.  
 (b) It is used in aero planes and motorcycle engines where the engines are 
exposed to air directly. 
 
Types of Water Cooling System  
There are two types of water cooling system :  



  
 
 
Advantages  
(a) Uniform cooling of cylinder, cylinder head and valves.  
(b) Specific fuel consumption of engine improves by using water cooling 
system.   
(c) If we employ water cooling system, then engine need not be provided at 
the front end of moving vehicle. 
(d) Engine is less noisy as compared with air cooled engines, as it has water for 
damping noise. 
Disadvantages  
(a) It depends upon the supply of water. 
(b) The water pump which circulates water absorbs considerable power. 
(c) If the water cooling system fails then it will result in severe damage of 
engine.  
(d) The water cooling system is costlier as it has more number of parts. Also it 
requires more maintenance and care for its parts. 
 
 
 
 



 ENGINE LUBRICATING SYSTEMS 
All internal combustion engines 
are equipped with an internal 
lubricating system (Figure 6-14). 
Without lubrication, an engine 
quickly overheats and its 
working parts seize due to 
excessive friction. All moving   
parts must be adequately 
lubricated to assure maximum 
wear and long engine life. 
 
Purposes of 
Lubrication 
The functions of an engine 
lubrication system are as 
follows: 
• Reduces friction and wear 
between moving parts 
(Figure 6-15). 
• Helps transfer heat and 
cool engine parts. 
• Cleans the inside of the 
engine by removing 
contaminants 
(metal, dirt, plastic, rubber, and other 
particles). 
• Absorbs shocks between moving 
parts to quiet engine operation and 
increase engine life. 
The properties of engine oil and the design 
of modern engines allow the lubrication 
system to accomplish these functions. 
 
 
 Engine Oil 
Engine oil, also called motor oil, is used to 
produce a lubricating film on the moving 
parts in an engine. The military specification 
for this type of oil prescribes that the oil 
should be petroleum or a synthetic 
petroleum product, or a combination thereof. 
 
Lubricating (Oil) System Components 
You must remember that the lubricating system is actually an integral part of the 
engine 
and the operation of one depends upon the operation of the other. Thus the 
lubricating 
system, in actual practice, cannot be considered as a separate and independent 
system; it is part of the engine. The lubricating system basically consists of the 
following: 
• Oil pump—forces oil throughout the system. 



• Oil pickup and strainers—carries oil to the pump and removes large particles. 
• Pressure relief valve—limits maximum oil pressure. 
• Oil filter—strains out impurities in the oil. 
• Oil cooler—provides cooling for the oil system. 
• Oil pan—reservoir or storage area for engine oil. 
• Oil level gauge—checks the amount of oil in the oil pan. 
• Oil galleries—oil passages through the engine. 
• Oil pressure indicator—warns the operator of low oil pressure. 
• Oil pressure gauge—registers actual oil pressure in the engine. 
• Oil temperature regulator—controls engine oil temperature on diesel engines. 
 
Types of Lubricating (Oil) Systems 
Now that you are familiar with the lubricating system components, you are ready to 
study the different systems that circulate oil through the engine. The systems used to 
circulate oil are known as splash, combination splash force feed, force feed, full force 
feed, and dry sump. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Splash Type 
The splash system is no longer used in 
automotive engines. It is widely used in 
small four-cycle engines for lawn 
mowers, outboard marine operation, and 
so on.  
In the splash lubricating system, oil is 
splashed up from the oil pan or oil trays 
in the lower part of the crankcase (Figure 
6-23). The oil is thrown upward as 
droplets or fine mist and provides 
adequate lubrication to valve 
mechanisms, piston pins, cylinder walls, 
and piston rings. 
In the engine, dippers on the connecting rod 
bearing caps enter the oil pan with 
each crankshaft revolution to produce the 
oil splash. A passage is drilled in each 
connecting rod from the dipper to the 
bearing to ensure lubrication. 
This system is too uncertain for automotive applications. One reason is that the level 
of 
oil in the crankcase will greatly vary the amount of lubrication received by the engine. 
A 
high level results in excess lubrication and oil consumption, and a slightly low level 
results in inadequate lubrication and failure of the engine. 



 
2. Force Fed 

A somewhat more complete pressurization of lubrication is achieved in the force feed 
lubrication system (Figure 6-24). Oil is forced by the oil pump from the crankcase to 
the 
main bearings and the camshaft bearings. Unlike the combination system, the 
connecting-rod bearings are also fed oil under pressure from the pump. 
Oil passages are drilled in the crankshaft to lead oil to the connecting-rod bearings. 
The passages deliver oil from the main bearing journals to the rod bearing journals. 
In some engines, these opening are holes that line up once for every crankshaft 
revolution. In other engines, there are annular grooves in the main bearings through 
which oil can feed constantly into the hole in the crankshaft. 

 
The pressurized oil that lubricates the connecting rod bearings goes on to lubricate 
the 
pistons and walls by squirting out through strategically drilled holes. This lubrication 
system is used in virtually all engines that are equipped with semi-floating piston 
pins. 
 

3. Combination Splash and Force Fed 
In a combination splash and force feed, oil is delivered to some parts by means of 
splashing and to other parts through oil passages under pressure from the oil pump 
(Figure 6-25). 
The oil from the pump enters the oil galleries. From the oil galleries, it flows to the 
main 
bearings and camshaft bearings.  

 



The main bearings have oil-feed holes or grooves that feed oil into drilled passages 
in the crankshaft. The oil flows through these passages to the connecting rod 
bearings.  
From there, on some engines, it flows through holes drilled in the connecting rods to 
the piston-pin bearings. Cylinder walls are lubricated by splashing oil thrown off from 
the connecting-rod bearings. Some engines use small troughs under each 
connecting rod that are kept full by small nozzles which deliver oil under pressure 
from the oil pump.  
These oil nozzles deliver an increasingly heavy stream as speed increases. At very 
high speeds these oil streams are powerful enough to strike the dippers directly. This 
causes a much heavier splash so that adequate lubrication of the pistons and the 
connecting-rod bearings is provided at higher speeds. 
If a combination system is used on an overhead valve engine, the upper valve train 
is lubricated by pressure from the pump. 

4. Full Force Fed 
In a full force feed lubrication system, the main bearings, rod bearings, camshaft 
bearings, and the complete valve mechanism are lubricated by oil under pressure. In 
addition, the full force feed lubrication system provides lubrication under pressure to 
the 
pistons and the piston pins. This is accomplished by holes drilled the length of the 
connecting rod, creating an oil passage from the connecting rod bearing to the piston 
pin bearing. This passage not only feeds the piston pin bearings but also provides 
lubrication for the pistons and cylinder walls. This system is used in virtually all 
engines 
 

5. Dry Sump 
The dry sump lubrication system uses two oil pumps and a separate oil reservoir. No 
oil is stored in the oil pan itself. The main pump pulls oil from the reservoir and 
pushes it into the engine bearings and other high-friction points.  
The second pump, called the scavenge pump, pulls oil out of the pan and sends it to 
the oil reservoir. 
These types of systems are found on exotic high-performance cars. Because there is 
no oil in the oil pan, engine horsepower and dependability are increased. 
 
Lubricating System Problem Diagnosis 
To troubleshoot an engine lubricating system, begin by gathering information on the 
problem. Ask the operator questions. Analyze the symptoms using your 
understanding 
of system operation. You should arrive at a logical deduction about the cause of the 
problem. 
The four problems that most often occur in the lubrication system are as follows: 
• High oil consumption (oil must be added frequently) 
• Low oil pressure (gauge reads low, indicator light glows, or there are abnormal 
engine noises) 
• High oil pressure (gauge reads high, oil filter swells) 
• Indicator or gauge problems (inaccurate operation or readings) 
When diagnosing these troubles, make a visual inspection of the engine for obvious 
problems. Check for oil leakage, a disconnected sending unit wire, low oil level, 
damaged oil pan, or other troubles that relate to the symptoms. 

1.  High Oil Consumption 
If the operator must add oil frequently to the engine, this is a symptom of high oil 
consumption. External oil leakage out of the engine or internal leakage of oil into the 
combustion chambers causes high oil consumption. A description of each of these 



problems is as follows: 
• External oil leakage—detected as darkened oil wet areas on or around the 
engine. Oil may also be found in small puddles under the vehicle. Leaking 
gaskets or seals are usually the source of external engine oil leakage. 
• Internal oil leakage—shows up as blue smoke exiting the exhaust system of the 
vehicle. For example, if the engine piston rings and cylinders are badly worn, oil 
can enter the combustion chambers and will be burned during combustion. 
NOTE 
Do not confuse black smoke (excess fuel in the cylinder) and white smoke (water 
leakage into the engine cylinder) with blue smoke caused by engine oil. 

2.  Low Oil Pressure 
Low oil pressure is indicated when the oil indicator light glows, the oil gauge reads 
low, 
or the engine lifters or bearings rattle. The most common causes of low oil pressure 
are 
as follows: 
• Low oil level (oil not high enough in pan to cover oil pickup) 
• Worn connecting rod or main bearings (pump cannot provide enough oil volume) 
• Thin or diluted oil (low viscosity or fuel in the oil) 
• Weak or broken pressure relief valve spring (valve opens too easily) 
• Cracked or loose pump pickup tube (air is being pulled into the oil pump) 
• Worn oil pump (excess clearance between rotors or gears and housing) 
Clogged oil pickup screen (reduced amount of oil entering pump) 
A low oil level is a common cause of low oil pressure. Always check the oil level first 
when troubleshooting a low oil pressure problem. 

3.  High Oil Pressure 
High oil pressure is seldom a problem. When it occurs, the oil pressure gauge will 
read 
high. The most frequent causes of high oil pressure are as follows: 
• Pressure relief valve stuck open (not opening at specified pressure) 
• High relief valve spring tension (strong spring or spring has been improperly 
shimmed) 
• High oil viscosity (excessively thick oil or use of oil additive that increases 
viscosity) 
• Restricted oil gallery (defective block casting or debris in oil passage) 

4.  Indicator or Gauge Problems 
A bad oil pressure indicator or gauge may scare the operator into believing there are 
major problems. The indicator light may stay on or flicker, pointing to a low oil 
pressure 
problem. The gauge may read low or high, also indicating a lubrication system 
problem. 
Inspect the indicator or gauge circuit for problems. The wire going to the sending unit 
may have fallen off. The sending unit wire may also be shorted to ground (light stays 
on 
or gauge always reads high). 
To check the action of the indicator or gauge, remove the wire from the sending unit. 
Touch it on a metal part of the engine. This should make the indicator light glow or 
the 
oil pressure gauge read maximum. If it does, the sending unit may be defective. If it 
does not, then the circuit, indicator, or gauge may be faulty. 
NOTE 
Always check the service manual before testing an indicator or gauge circuit. Some 
manufacturers recommend a special gauge tester. This is especially important with 



some computer-controlled systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



            FUEL AND IGNITION SYSTEMS 
 
CARBURETORS 
Carburettor is a device used for atomizing and vaporizing the fuel and mixing it 
with the air in varying proportions to suit for changing the operating conditions 
of engines. The process of breaking up and mixing the fuel with the air is called 
carburetion. The term vaporization and atomization should be understood 
clearly. Vaporization is a change of state of the fuel from liquid to vapour 
whereas atomization is a mechanical breaking-up of the liquid into small 
particles so that every minute particle of the fuel is surrounded by the air. 
The carburettor is supposed to supply the fuel air mixture in correct proportion 
under different conditions of temperature, speed and load on engine. Relatively 
rich mixture of air fuel ratio of 12:1 is required by the engine while accelerating 
or running at high speeds. A leaner mixture of air-fuel ratio of 16:1 is sufficient 
while running on levelled roads. For idling, a richer mixture of about 14:I is 
needed. Similarly, an extremely rich mixture having a ratio of 9:1 is required 
during cold starting. 
2.1.1. Functions of Carburettor 
1. It prepares a mixture of petrol and air in correct proportions. 
2. It maintains a small reserve of petrol in the float chamber at constant head. 
3. It atomizes and vaporizes the fuel. 
4. It supplies a fine spray of petrol. 
5. It produces a homogeneous mixture. 
6. It measures and supplies the proper quantity and proportions of air and fuel 
under all conditions of engine operations such as temperature, speed and load. 
 
LIMITATIONS: 
 
(i) In multi cylinder engines, it becomes difficult for a single carburettor to supply 
uniform quality and quantity since the induction passages are of unequal lengths. 
(ii) Venturi throat of the carburettor causes a restriction in the passage of air flow to 
the engine. If the throat is made larger, the problem of suitable mixture supply 
becomes acute at low speeds and air velocity decreases which causes less 
efficient atomization. 
(iii) The carburettor has many wearing parts. After wear, it operates less efficiency. 
(iv) There is a loss of volumetric efficiency due to restricted flow of mixture in 
various parts such as choke tubes, jets, throttle valves, inlet pipe bends etc. 
 
Battery Ignition System or Coil Ignition System 
It is employed in petrol engines. Figure 2.31 shows the wiring diagram of a 
simple coil ignition system of a four cylinder engine. This system is used in 
automobiles. 
Construction: 
It consists of a battery, ignition coil, condenser, contact breaker, distributor and 
spark plugs as shown in Figure 2.32. Generally, 6 or 12 volts battery is used. 
The ignition coil consists of two windings primary and secondary. The primary 
winding consists of thick wire with less number of turns. The primary winding 



is formed of 200-300 turns of thick wire of #20-gage to produce a resistance of 
about 1.5 ohms. The secondary winding located inside the primary winding 
consists of 21,000 turns of thin enamelled wire of #38-40 gages with 
sufficiently insulated to withstand high voltage. 
It is wound closer to the core with one end connected to the secondary terminal 
and the other end is wound either to the metal case or the primary coil. The 
secondary winding consists of more number of turns of thin wire. The 
condenser is connected across the contact breaker. It prevents excess arcing and 
pitting of contact breaker points. 
The contact breaker is housed in the distributor itself. It makes and breaks the 
primary ignition circuit. The distributor distributes the high voltage to the 
respective spark plugs having regular intervals in the sequence of firing order of 
the engine. (The sequence in which the firing or power occurs in a multi 
cylinder engine is known as firing order. The firing order of a 4-cylinder in-line 
engine is 1-3-4-2 or 1-4-3-2.  
The firing order of a 6-cylinder in-line is 1-5-3-6-2-4).The spark plug is fitted 
on the combustion chamber of the engine. It produces spark to ignite the fuel-air 
mixture. The rotor of the distributor and contact breaker cam are driven by the 
engine. There are two circuits in this system. One is the primary circuit. 
It consists of battery, primary coil of the ignition coil, condenser and contact 
breaker. The other circuit i8 the secondary circuit. It consists of secondary coil, 
distributor and spark plug.

s. 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Magneto Ignition System 
In this system, the battery is replaced with a magneto. Figure 2.33 shows the 
wiring diagram of a magneto ignition system. It consists of a switch, magneto, 
contact breaker, condenser, distributor and spark plugs. This system is used in 
two wheelers such as motor cycles, scooters etc.



 



 
 

 



Advantages: 
1. A very high quality fuel distribution is obtained. Therefore, higher 
compression ratios can be adopted without any danger of detonation occurring. 
2.' It increases the volumetric efficiency and hence, it also increases power and 
torque. 
3. The manifold in an injection system carries only air. So, there is no problem 
of air 
and fuel separation and the design of manifold becomes simple. 
4. It reduces the specific fuel consumption due to better distribution of mixture 
to each cylinder. 
S. It is free from blowbacks and icing. 
6. Exhaust emissions are less due to precise air-fuel ratio according to engine 
requirements.: 
7. Better starting and acceleration are ensured than a carburettor system. 
Disadvantages: 
1. Initial cost is very high because of precise and complicated components of 
the electronic circuit. It is the major disadvantage. 
2. More complicated mechanism because of electronic system injection nozzle 
and fuel injection pump. 
3. Increased service problem occurs. 
4. More noise is generated. 
S. Weight and space requirement are more than a conventional carburettor. 
 
Common Rail Direct Injection System (CRDI) 
Generally, diesel engines have the specific advantage of good fuel efficiency 
and low CO2 emissions. Therefore, various new technologies have been 
developed in order to reduce harmful emissions. One of such technologies is 
called Common Rail Direct Injection (CRDI) system of direct fuel injection. In 
this system, commencement of combustion takes place directly into the main 
combustion chamber located in a cavity on the top of the piston crown. 
This system injects diesel five times more accurately than the normal injection 
system by high response injectors with electronic control. It results the greater 
reduction of particulate matter and NOx thereby improving the fuel efficiency 
and increasing its torque. So, they lead to reduce engine noise and vibration. 
Various components of CRDI System are: 
> High Pressure Fuel Pump 
> Common Fuel Rail 
> Injectors 
> Engine Control Unit 
A common rail system consists of pressure accumulator called common rail (or 
in simple words, a fuel distribution pipe) which is mounted along the engine 
block. The rail is fed by a high pressure multi-cylinder fuel pump. The 
injectors are activated by solenoid valves. Both the solenoid valves and fuel 
pump are electronically controlled. 
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                                      BRAKING SYSTEMS 
The mechanism which is used to slow and stop the vehicle is known as braking 
system. It is an important component of a vehicle. In other words. the total 
system starting from brake pedal or lever to the brake shoe is known as braking 
system. 
Principle of braking system: 
In this system, the kinetic energy is converted into heat energy due to friction 
between two mating surfaces of brake lining and brake drum. Then. the heat is 
dissipated into the atmosphere. 
Need for brakes: 
I. To stop or slow down the vehicle at the will of an operator. 
2. To control the vehicle descending a hill. 
3. To keep the vehicle in a desired position even at rest. 
4. To park the vehicle and hold it in stationary position without the presence of 
driver. 
 
 Requirements of Braking System: 
I. It should have good anti-fade characteristics. 
2. It should be consistent with safety. 
3. It should not be skidding while applying brake. 
4. It should have a better cooling system. 
5. It should be strong enough to stop the vehicle within the minimum distance. 
6. It should have less weight. 
7. It should be reliable. 
8. It should be easy to adjust having a proper maintenance. 
9. It should produce less noise and vibration while applying brake. 
10. It should work efficiently irrespective of road condition and quality. 
11. The retardation must be uniform throughout its application. 
12. The pedal effort must be within the convenient capacity of the driver. 
13. It should have long life. 
 
 
Types of Brakes 
The automobile brakes are classified on the basis of following. 
1. According to the applications: 
i) Service or running or foot brake 
ii) Parking or emergency or hand brake. 
 
2. According to the number of wheels: 
(i) Two wheel brakes 
(ii) Four wheel brakes. 
 
3, According to the brake gear: 
(i) Mechanical brake 
(a) Hand brake 
(b) Foot brake. 



(ii) Power brake: 
(a) With booster 
(b) Without booster. 
 
4. According to construction: 
(i) Drum brake 
(ii) Disc brake. 
 
5. According to location 
(i) Transmission brakes 
(ii) Wheel brakes. 
 
6. According to method of braking contact: 
(i) Internal expanding brakes 
(ii) External expanding brakes. 
 
7.According to the power unit: 
(i) Cylinder brake 
(il) Diaphragm brake. 
 
8. According to power transmission: 
{i} Direct acting brake 
(ll) Geared brake, 
  
9. According to method of applying brake force: 
(i) Single acting brake 
(ii) Double acting brake. 
 
10. According to power employed: 
(i) Yael-Him brakes 
a, Atmospheric suspended 
h. Vacuum suspended 
(ii) Air Or pneumatic brakes 
(iii) Hydraulic brakes 
(iv) Hydrostatic brakes 
(v) Electric brakes. 
 
 
 
TYPES OF BRAKES – 

1. MECHANICAL BRAKES  
• DRUM BRAKES 
• DISC BRAKES  

2.  HYDRAULIC BRAKES 
3.  POWER BRAKES  

• AIR BRAKES 
• AIR HYDRAULIC BRAKES  
• VACCUM BRAKES  
• ELECTRIC BRAKES 
 
 



 

 



 
 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Vacuum Assisted Hydraulic Brake 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 



Air Assisted Hydraulic Braking System 
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